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The Piper PA-18-100 Super Cub (registration ZK-BKV) is the 60-year old 
aeroplane in which I received most of my flight training. This is a very narrow 
aircraft and my knees could easily touch both sides of the plane simultaneously. 
The Cub’s instrument panel is only fitted with the very bare minimum of instruments. 
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ZK-BKV at Hood Aerodrome, Masterton, ready for flight. 

Kilcoy Airfield in Queensland, Australia on two separate occasions ...the flight 

characteristics that he skilfully demonstrated in the ‘quiet achiever’ aircraft are 

remarkable; (b) Mark Kyle who enthusiastically showed me his homebuilt Savannah XL in 

Burpengary, Queensland and who generously shared many construction photographs; and, 

(c) Reg Brost from Yetman, New South Wales, Australia, who was happy for me to view the 

final re-assembly of a newly imported, factory-built Savannah S at Archerfield Airport in 

Brisbane, Australia. All three persons generously made their time available to share their 

knowledge and experience of Savannahs and to answer my many questions. 

 

Fourthly, I would like to thank all my family members for encouraging me in my flight 

training journey. In particular, I would like to mention my daughters Louise and Alison 

who occupied the back seat of ZK-DBX, a Cessna 180 tail dragger aircraft, over the 

Wairarapa valley with me in the front seat adjacent to the CFI –during my first 

introductory flight– but especially my dear wife Kathy with whom I have happily shared a 

marriage journey for more than 30 years. 

 

 FOREWORD 

 

In the late 1960s, when I lived in Howick Borough –now part of Auckland City– my 

brother and I constructed balsawood-framed model aeroplanes and then flew these rubber 

band propelled aircraft in our large back yard. This meant we had to carefully cut many 

parts into the correct shape, follow assembly plans and then come to terms with the 

elements of flight once our model planes became operational. These enjoyable childhood 

activities first kindled an interest 

in aviation. Many years later, by 

this time living in Australia, my 

wife and I chose to reside in a 

Sydney suburb which happened 

to be adjacent to an Australian 

military aerodrome. This was no 

longer used by the armed forces 

but the Schofields Flying Club 

was permitted to use it on 

weekends and public holidays. 

The constant flight of light 

aeroplanes above our house 
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The 100 horsepower Rolls Royce engine that powers ZK-BKV. The cow-

ling is removed by the pilot before every flight. See SECTION ONE. 

 

 

re-kindled my interest in aviation. Following this point in time, we moved to New Zealand.  

 

The aviation industry is vitally 

important to New Zealand, a 

country separated from others by 

thousands of kilometres. Aeroplanes 

bridge this gap. Additionally, aircraft 

are used within the country, to see 

family, spread fertilisers, deliver 

mail and a host of other business 

and recreational purposes. New 

Zealand has not had a car assembly 

industry for over two decades. What 

is little known is that this country 

manufactures a good number of 

aeroplanes. For instance, in September 2009, the Waikato celebrated the 1,000th plane 

that had been made in that region. This number is expected to reach 2,000 by 2016 

(source: www.aviationcluster.co.nz/news/new-zealand-aviation-industry-marks-1000th-plane-manufactured-in-waikato-region/). Many air-

craft have been exported to other nations generating valuable export income, reputedly 

more dollars per annum than the wine industry. These factors make a school-based 

aviation course beneficial for individual students, the participating school and New Zealand. 

 

Three years ago, Ponatahi Christian School was reviewing the options that could be offered 

to senior college students. I looked into the possibility of setting up an aviation course at the 

school. Fortunately, I met Roger Brittain of the Aviation, Tourism and Travel Training 

Organisation (ATTTO). As a result of our dialogue, we were able to establish an aviation 

course in conjunction with the ATTTO, which has recently been renamed Service IQ. 

When there was sufficient student demand, and the course was likely to run, I commenced 

my own flight training. I also visited Australia on a number of occasions to spend time with 

people who have constructed their own aircraft. These visits have assisted my 

understanding of the construction and operational aspects of light aircraft immensely. This 

has, in turn, enabled me to convey this to aviation lessons dealing with aircraft structures 

and other related technical matters. 

 

There are six Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) theory papers that need to be passed for 

anyone who wishes to gain a Private Pilots Licence (PPL). These six areas of study are a 

http://www.aviationcluster.co.nz/news/new-zealand-aviation-industry-marks-1000th-plane-manufactured-in-waikato-region/
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Kerry Connor, CFI of Ace Aviation is here explaining the functions of the 
wings and ailerons to some of our aviation students at Hood Aerodrome. 

Another picture on page 47 shows her explaining the empennage. 

 

 

necessity in order to keep pilots, their passengers and other airspace users safe. Once the 

school’s aviation course got under way, it became obvious to me that the six theory courses 

needed to be ‘rounded out’ somewhat. The main purpose of this report is to focus on what 

can be done to assist Aviation students on the practical side of aviation. As a result, what 

has been written is based on my personal experiences and will therefore sound 

autobiographical in a number of places. 

 

 INTRODUCTION  

 

Three years ago, Ponatahi 

Christian School was reviewing 

the options that could be offered to 

senior college students. The school 

was able to establish our own 

Aviation course in conjunction 

with the Service IQ training 

organisation based in Wellington. 

The school was accredited to run 

the Level 2 aviation Unit Standards 

with the New Zealand Qualifi-

cations Authority (NZQA). After 

the students completed these Level 

2 standards, the six theory papers 

required for the PPL were taught at school and the students sat for Civil Aviation Authority 

(CAA) exams. Service IQ is then able to turn any successful exam results (i.e. at or above 

the mandated 70% CAA pass rate) into the equivalent of Level 3 credits on the National 

Qualifications Network. Our Aviation course was an option course planned to run over a 

two year period. Essentially, the plan was to complete the Level 2 components, along with 

Flight Radio and Human Factors in Year 12 and the remaining four Level 3 CAA courses in 

Year 13. The six CAA examinations are for the following subjects: 
 

    1.   Meteorology 

    2.   Aircraft Technical Knowledge 

    3.   Navigation 

    4.   Human Factors in Aviation 

    5.   Flight Radio 

    6.   Air Law 
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The rear view of the 1955 Piper Super Cub ZK-BKV highlights the aircraft’s 
slenderness. 

 

 

 

Flying an aircraft is substantially different from other forms of transport. A train driver can 

only speed up, slow down or stop a train; the rails fully determine the amount of 

left-to-right travel. A car is somewhat different in that the driver, in addition to the 

actions of the train driver, also has to steer the car left or right to keep the vehicle on the 

formed road. When one moves to a boat, the picture changes again: the person in charge of 

the vessel can go left, right, forward and backwards and can choose the path across a lake 

or sea. When waves are also present, a three-dimensional aspect presents itself. Every wave 

lifts the boat up by a certain distance: this introduces the ingredient of height.  

 

In aviation, the situation is far more complex than any of the above examples. The pilot has 

to take an aeroplane from a ‘road’ called a runway, into the air. Once in the air, the pilot 

then has to continually select a suitable route through the air. This route is entirely three-

dimensional and the pilot has to set a course, keeping in mind that the air itself is nearly 

always moving, and the element of height is an ongoing consideration. The other issue is 

that, unlike a train, car or boat, the aeroplane must always keep moving forward; if the 

plane does not move forward, there is no wing lift and the aeroplane would no longer be 

supported in the air. Furthermore, there are three axes to control via the rudder (yaw), 

ailerons (roll) and elevators (pitch), often simultaneously. The pilot also has work out the 

path through the sky to the intended destination –using their navigation skills– keep an eye 

on the weather (after all, 

the air forms the ‘road’ 

for their aircraft from the 

departure runway until 

the destination runway) 

and inform other 

airspace users of their 

position via the radio. 

This little summary 

outlines the complexity 

of flying a plane. 

 

Having run the aviation 

course at Ponatahi 

Christian School for two 

years has enabled me to 

see the need for someone to explain the ‘mysteries of flight’ to secondary students. The 
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In addition to learning how to use the throttle on the dashboard, the rudder pedals 
on the floor and the control column (the stick), flight students must also master the 
controls adjacent to the seat. In order, from top to bottom, they are: Carburettor 
Heat, Left–Right Fuel Tank Selector, Cabin Heat and Elevator Trim. 

 

 

CAA’s Aircraft Technical Knowledge course does address many of these issues but does this 

from a purely theoretical angle as only a course book can do.  

 

Because I was able to give a first-hand explanation during these lessons, I was able to 

supplement CAA theory lessons where students may be learning about radio procedures, 

pre-flight checks, aircraft structures and straight-and-level flight, with real life examples 

from my own practical experiences. Similarly, a sound knowledge of the construction and 

the technical workings of aeroplanes are also helpful in teaching this course.  

 
 

 ABSTRACT  

 

The substance of this report is principally –but loosely– based on the crucial first ten or 

twelve of the flight lessons that I undertook in my own training in a Piper Super Cub 

ZK-BKV, pictured on page 10, 

as well as flight experience in 

some other aircraft both 

in  Australia and New Zealand. 

Additionally, I have investigated 

light aircraft construction by 

home builders. I believe that my 

own practical encounters will 

furnish secondary aviation 

students with a summary of 

experiences which goes beyond 

the cold aviation theory gleaned 

from aviation books relating to 

the CAA’s PPL curriculum. 

 

To do this, the body of this report has been set out with a number of basic flying ex-

periences which are absolutely vital to know for anyone who wishes to become a pilot and 

are therefore always taught in flight schools as a foundation for practical flying. 

Significantly, secondary students do not usually have the benefit of their own flight 

training –apart from, perhaps, an introductory trial flight– and this report has been 

produced to provide practical hints which may supplement the CAA theory course. It is 
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This ICP Savannah is a factory-made model S, exported to Australia in a knocked down form and has here 
been almost completely reassembled at Archerfield Airport, Brisbane, Australia. This is a Short Take Off and 
Landing (STOL) aircraft ideally suited for Australian and New Zealand conditions and may be registered 
as a microlight in New Zealand. 

intended that other area school teachers in college classes (or secondary school 

teachers) may use some or all of the information to assist with their own school’s aviation 

course.  

 

In APPENDIX  of this report, a brief description is given about the ICP Savannah 

aeroplane in three different models, the VG (effectively), the XL and the S. The first two 

were home-built aircraft, constructed from kits and modified by the owners. The S was a 

factory built plane 

partly knocked 

down for trans-

portation to Aus-

tralia but requi-

ring re-assembly 

in Brisbane. This 

in-depth study has 

deepened my 

personal under-

standing of the 

components that make up light aircraft and the various construction techniques of 

aeroplanes in general. 

 

 SECTION ONE – Pre Flight Checks  

 

Many things take place before an aeroplane can lift off, and even before it is taken out of 

the hangar. One of these is the weight and balance calculations. This ensures that the 

weight is not too far forward or too far to the rear which makes a plane difficult or even 

impossible to keep flying once off the ground. Another is the fuel management. The pilot 

carefully calculates the fuel used by taxiing, the flight itself and an allowance for a 

half  hour reserve. One more aspect is planning the intended route. This is especially 

significant for those who are intending to travel cross-country. Copies of the aerodrome 

maps and appropriate Visual Planning Charts should be taken on board the aircraft with 

the planned route marked on it. These maps should have additional lines drawn on it –to 

the left or right of the intended track– in case the flight drifts due to crosswinds en route or 

as an aid to help the pilot in case the flight has to be diverted due to inclement weather.  
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The fuel tester used to 
check for “C.O.W.S.” is in 
some measure similar to 
this one made by Jeppesen. 
(See page 14 for C.O.W.S.)  
 

Source: 
https://www.sportys.com/sourc
e/images/jQzoom/9335a.jpg 
 

 

A Ponatahi Christian School student dips the tank. 

 

 

The aeroplane has to be taken from the hangar to a safe place outside 

from where it can be taxied to the runway. This is covered in 

SECTION TWO of this report. Once the plane is in a safe place, a 

preflight check is carried out. This is a rigorous check made of the 

aeroplane every time it leaves the aereodrome. Over the years many lives 

–and many aircraft– have potentially been saved by pilots finding 

something wrong or out of place on an aeroplane which is likely to have 

caused a serious problem after take-off.  

 

In one of my own pre-flight checks prior to one of my lessons, I found 

a considerable quantity of water in the fuel tank. Because it was a cool 

Saturday morning, water must have condensed in the half-full tanks 

and, being heavier than fuel, had sunk to the bottom of the tank where 

the inspection takes place via the gascolator . Had this not been 

checked, the engine could have cut out mid-flight when switched to 

that fuel tank; once this occurs, switching back to the original tank may not have worked 

because of the water that would have now entered the engine. However, this is all 

academic because the fuel is checked at the beginning of every flight, without exception. 

 

The first part of a pre-flight check is to verify that the documentation is in order. This 

consists of the Aircraft Flight Manual, Certificate of Airworthiness, Weight and Balance 

Data, the Equipment List and the Aircraft Technical Log. If all is in order, the preflight 

checks continue. If it is not –for example, the Certificate of Airworthiness has expired– 

flying cannot take place and there is no point in 

continuing with the remaining pre-flight checks. 

 

The next set of checks includes physically testing the 

amount of fuel in the tanks. This is done by dipping  

a wooden, calibrated stick into each tank and 

recording the amount on a specially designed form 

called a Weight and Balance, Fuel Log. Whilst ‘dipping 

the tank’ may sound primitive, it is an absolutely 

foolproof method to ascertain the fuel quantity in which a pilot may have complete confi-

dence. The other significant check is the fuel at the lowest point via a gascolator, a valve 

which is opened up by pushing a special clear plastic tube against it. This action partially 

fills the tube making the avgas fuel visible. The avgas should be clear of water or debris. 
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The cockpit checks include checking the Carbon Dioxide Detector (visible on the 
dashboard top right) and the cleanliness of the windscreen. If there is insufficient 

fuel in the tanks, the aircraft needs to be refuelled, as is about to occur here. 

 

 

This is the point where the pilot checks for COWS or Colour, Odour, Water and Sediment. 

Following this, fuel requirements have to calculated for the proposed flight to work out if 

additional avgas needs to be 

obtained or whether the amount 

of fuel in the tanks is sufficient. 

 

The next component of the pre-

flight  check is carried out in 

  the cockpit. This requires 

following a checklist, which needs 

to be memorised by the pilot for 

any particular aeroplane that is 

flown frequently, and includes 

ensuring that switches are in the 

correct position (radio, trans-

ponder, magneto, navigation 

lights and master switches to be 

off), the park brake is on, the fuel lever in the correct position (least full tank), the carbon 

monixide detector (that it has not reached the expiry date), cables inside the cockpit (for 

any signs of obstruction or wear and tear), and that the windscreen is clean. 

 

The final part of the pre-flight check is the ‘walk-around’. Again, this is a crucial part of 

the pre-flight procedure. The walk-around follows a set method that is always carried out 

the same way in order to avoid missing something significant. In the case of the Piper 

Super Cub ZK-BKV, the walk-around commenced at the right wing, behind the cockpit 

(see illustration on page 15). The walk follows the fuselage to the empennage (tail section), 

back along the fuselage on the left side, along the back of the left wing, the front of the left 

wing, the left nose section of the plane, the front and the right nose section of the plane, 

followed by a check of the front and rear of the right wing. Control surfaces and wing 

surfaces have to be inspected for ice, foreign matter or damage. Control cables have to be 

checked for wear and tear. The wing struts have to be securely attached and nuts and split 

pins have to be tight and damage free. Navigation lights have to be undamaged and the 

tyres have to be properly inflated. Additionally all the hinge points on the ailerons, 

elevators and the rudder have to be inspected for freedom of movement. Part of the check 

includes checking that antennas are not damaged. Overall, the walk-around should 

involve checking every nut, bolt, cable, stay and wire to ensure that they are tight and not 
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The walk-around is not what its name suggests. It is a very thorough 
check of all the observable external components of the aircraft. It 
starts at the black star and finishes there, following the drawn path. 
 

The original plan drawing of a Piper Super Cub is sourced from the website: 

http://richard.ferriere.free.fr/3vues/piper_pa18_3v.jpg. This has been 

modified by H. Optland to indicate the pre-flight walk-around path. 

missing. The left wing carries the pitot 

tube, necessary for the air speed indicator 

(ASI). It is important to ascertain that the 

pitot tube is not blocked otherwise an 

erroneous velocity readings will result in 

flight.  

 

Another significant component of the 

walk-around –once the walk-around gets 

to the nose of the aircraft– includes 

checking the engine and propeller. The 

first task is to check for oil or any other 

fluid seepages. The left cowling should be 

opened; hoses, pipes, cables, belts and 

wires should be checked to ensure they are 

properly in place and tight. Also, a quick check should be made to see if any birds have made 

their nests in the cowling since the last time the plane was used. After the left (port) cowling 

has been replaced, the propeller is checked. This requires an examination to ensure there are 

no nicks or cracks in the propeller. After this, the right (starboard) cowling is removed to 

check for the same as on the left side with the exception that the oil is checked as well. At the 

conclusion of the walk-around, the wingtip mounted navigation lights are briefly turned on 

inside the cockpit and checked to see if they are working properly. 

 

Between the pre-flight checks and the point that taxiing commences, the pilot has to follow 

another checklist inside the aircraft before the engine is turned on and then another series of 

checks after the engine has started. These checks are aircraft specific for different aeroplanes 

but would include checking that the correct fuel tank is selected and that the engine’s 

particular parameters are correct. For instance, some engine manufacturers (such as Rotax) 

do not permit an aeroplane take off until the oil temperature has reached 50 degrees Celsius. 

 

 SECTION TWO – Taxiing 

 

An important skill for any aviator is manoeuvring the aircraft on the ground, sometimes 

known as the ‘art’ of taxiing. Because light aircraft –including ZK-BKV– are three-wheeled 

machines with wings protruding widely, care must be taken not to tip it over due to two 

main factors. This includes a turn that is too tight or a strong wind from the side or, most 

http://richard.ferriere.free.fr/3vues/piper_pa18_3v.jpg
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The rudder pedals are horizontal bars just behind the firewall. In addition 
to operating the rudder, the pedals also move the steerable tail wheel. 
Just below each rudder pedal are the brake pedals operated by the pilot’s 
heels and they apply brake force to the two main wheels independently. 
Also visible are the control column –or the ‘stick’– just in front of the seat 
and the park brake in front of the seat (left) above the floor. Because this 
particular Piper Super Cub has been brightly painted inside and a shiny 
metal floor is fitted, the four separate pedals are more visible than in BKV. 
 

(Picture from: http://www.supercub.org/photopost/data/814/100_1146.JPG) 

likely, a combination of both. One additional factor that may be potentially dangerous 

during taxiing is uneven ground; this must be avoided by carefully choosing the taxi path. 

 

However, before an aeroplane can even be taxied, it must be carefully taken from the 

hangar. This involves moving the plane by hand, if at all possible with two people. To avoid 

the problem of ‘hangar rash’ –damage to one’s own aeroplane and others parked in the 

hangar– it is important to be careful not to crash into other planes whilst shifting the 

aircraft amongst them. This requires carefully watching the nose, tail and wingtips as the 

plane is manoeuvred between other aircraft, beside internal columns, along hangar walls 

and past hangar door frames. 

 

Taxiing is considered an art because it requires the careful,  simultaneous use of many of 

the aeroplane’s controls. The first thing to master is to steer with the pilot’s feet. Both feet 

are placed on the pedals to start. Then, with the left hand (for the Piper Super Cub), the 

throttle is moved backward or forward to adjust the propeller’s rotational speed which 

controls the forward speed of the 

plane. To start, enough throttle is 

provided to start moving the plane; as 

soon as forward movement starts, the 

throttle is quickly brought back to 

keep the aircraft in motion at a quick 

walking pace. Pushing either the right 

or left rudder pedal steers the tail 

wheel of the plane. Also, the heels 

control the pressure on the two brakes 

found on each of the two front 

wheels. They can be separately 

operated. For a tight turn both the 

front of the foot –operating the 

rudder pedals for the tailwheel 

direction– and the heel –operating 

one of the front wheel brakes– are 

operated at once. So far, five taxiing 

controls have been described: left and right rudder pedals, left and right heel brakes and 

the throttle. The four individual pedals operated by the pilot’s feet are clearly visible in the 

photograph above . 
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That is not where the complexity ends. The remaining controls used during taxiing are 

the elevator –at the tail– and the ailerons –on the wings– which must be used 

appropriately to counter the effect of the wind on the aerodrome. Before taxiing and take 

off, the windspeed and direction must be ascertained via the Automatic Weather 

Information Broadcast (AWIB) which are found at many aerodromes around New Zealand 

including Hood Aerodrome, and/or the airfield’s windsock. 

 

One of the more difficult things about 

taxiing is how to deal with wind. 

There are eight different stick 

positions depending on the direction 

of the wind. This skill is known as 

‘Quartering the Wind’ and it is 

essential to learn this in order to 

prevent the aircraft tipping over whilst 

taxiing. If the wind is from the front –a 

headwind– the elevator has to be kept 

up (for taildragger planes) or neutral 

(for tricycle planes). Conversely, if the 

wind is from the rear –a tailwind– the 

elevator is to be kept down for both 

undercarriage configurations: this 

means pushing the stick forward as if 

the aircraft is going into a dive. It 

becomes a bit more complicated if the 

wind is from two sides at the same 

time. For instance if there was a 

headwind from the left (port) of the 

aeroplane, the stick must be kept to 

the left which means the left wing’s 

aileron goes up and the right wing’s aileron goes down. The reason is that the wind, with the 

left aileron in the upward position, puts downward pressure on the wing which prevents the 

wind from lifting the wing and tipping over the aircraft. The opposite technique is used for a 

right (starboard) headwind: the stick is positioned to the right. To clarify this pictorially, I 

have drawn  silhouette views of a tail dragger and a tricycle gear aeroplane. The 

diagrams show the eight possible wind directions and the positions the stick should be in 
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The vision angle from the cockpit of a tail dragger plane (left) can be compared 
with a comparable tricycle gear plane (right). 
 

(Original illustration from: http://www.zenithair.com/stolch801/design/design.html , modified by 
H. Optland to demonstrate vision angles from tail dragger and tricycle gear planes). 

The yellow arrow pointing out from the cockpit indicates the view the pilot has of the 
ground in front of him or her from the front seat of the cockpit. The forward view is 
considerably worse from the back seat. The problem of not being able to see the ground 

directly in front of the direction of travel is common to most tail dragger aircraft.  

during taxiing. For the taildragger, the best way of remembering the positions is: 

“Climb into a headwind and dive away from a tailwind”. For a tricycle aircraft the 

memory phrase will be: “Turn into a headwind and dive away from a tailwind”.  

 

As can be seen from the 

yellow arrow on the photo of 

 ZK-BKV, the view from 

the pilot’s head in the cockpit 

down to the ground in front 

is effectively non-existent. 

This is caused by the upward 

stance of a tail dragger 

aeroplane lifting the nose 

high while on the ground. 

The comparison illustration  shows that the forward vision is quite different from the more 

 modern tricycle undercarriage 

aircraft. Planes fitted with tricycle 

gear have far better forward vision 

whilst taxiing. Nevertheless, in the 

air, the planes fly level, and straight 

ahead visibility for tail dragger 

planes is no longer an issue when 

airborne. To overcome the tail 

dragger’s limitation during taxiing, the pilot has to weave the aircraft from side to side 

(the blue line in the illustration adjacent)  

on either side of a straight line (the red dotted 

line) which indicates the intended taxiing path. 

This weaving allows the pilot to see that the 

way ahead is clear from large or small objects. 

Because of its much clearer forward vision, the 

weaving manouevre is not necessary when taxiing a tricycle undercarriage plane. 

 

 SECTION THREE – Radio Calls 

 

Even though there are a number of pre-World War II aircraft that have no two-way radios 

fitted (usually because these aircraft have no electrical system), the majority of aeroplanes 
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BKV is fitted with a dual frequency radio which is able to monitor two channels at once. Even 
though the radio is old, it is checked regularly because it is a General Aviation (GA) certified 
aeroplane. The radio is circled green and is just in front of my right knee. Because there is no 
shelf or office space in the plane, I wear a special strap-on kneeboard (visible on my right leg). 
On this, pilots should keep a fuel management log and other information, e.g., frequencies, 
runway direction and lengths and surfaces for the home aerodromes, the destination 
aerodrome and others along the way. 

have a means of communication with other aviators and persons on the ground. Good 

radio utilisation has potentially saved many aircraft from damage and people from injuries 

or death. There are a number of high aviation traffic areas which have control towers 

which look after traffic movements within a certain part of the country. The majority of 

aerodromes do not have a tower and this is classified as Class G (uncontrolled) Airspace. 

Masterton’s Hood Aerodrome is in that situation. New Zealand is divided up into many 

controlled and uncontrolled areas and they are all assigned certain operating frequencies. 

It is important that the correct frequency is selected when traversing through each area. 

 

The key to radio usage is to keep radio messages (a) clear, and (b) to a minimum length. 

This is achieved by following a nationwide aviation protocol which itself is based on 

international radio standards. Misunderstandings could be very costly and potentially fatal. 

Therefore, all pilots must study the Flight Radio course –and pass this– so that every aviator 

in New Zealand follows the same practice.  

 

(a) To make the message 

clear, an international 

phonetic alphabet has 

been developed where, 

for instance, the Super 

Cub’s callsign –BKV– is 

announced “Bravo Kilo 

Victor”. The careful use 

of the phonetic alphabet 

prevents very similar 

sounding letters, such as 

B, C, D, E, G, P, T and V, 

or A, J and K,  or F, M, N or X, from being confused over a 

radio which may be crackly, especially if the radio 

communication is over a considerable distance. 

 

(b) To keep the message length to a minimum, the number 

of words used is kept to the least amount possible. There are 

numerous examples of radio messages in aviation. I will 

record some that are in use in and around Hood Aerodrome 

and then give the full version as an interpretation in the 

TTHHEE  IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL  

PPHHOONNEETTIICC  AALLPPHHAABBEETT::  
  

AAllpphhaa            NNoovveemmbbeerr  

BBrraavvoo            OOssccaarr  

CChhaarrlliiee        PPaappaa  

DDeellttaa            QQuueebbeecc  

EEcchhoo              RRoommeeoo  

FFooxxttrroott        SSiieerrrraa  

GGoollff              TTaannggoo  

HHootteell            UUnniiffoorrmm  

IInnddiiaa            VViiccttoorr  

JJuulliieett          WWhhiisskkeeyy  

KKiilloo              XX--rraayy  

LLiimmaa              YYaannkkeeee  

MMiikkee              ZZuulluu  
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table below. It is possible to see a clear pattern in the manner that radio calls are to be 

made. This may be summarised as follows: 
 

1. The intended audience is called. In every case, around Hood Aerodrome, the call is 

to “Masterton Traffic”.  

2. The station calling is announced, which is the aeroplane’s call sign minus the 

country code for New Zealand (ZK). In the case of the Piper Super Cub ZK-BKV, the 

unique call sign is BKV. All New Zealand aeroplanes’ registrations commence with ZK so it 

is acceptable to leave this off in radio calls made within New Zealand only. 

3. The aeroplane’s location is broadcast. This may be either a ground-based or 

airborne position. 

4. The pilot’s intention is stated.  
 

The table below gives some regularly used examples of how this pattern is followed as well 

as serve to demonstrate the radio traffic’s brevity and exactness: 
 

ACTUAL RADIO CALL: WHAT IS MEANT BY THIS CALL: 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
At Hangar 4 
Taxiing Alpha 

 
The aircraft is at Hangar 4 and the pilot intends to taxi to Point A at 
Hood Aerodrome called Alpha. 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
At Alpha 
Taxiing holding point 24 (said: “two four”) 

 
The aircraft is at Point A and the pilot intends to taxi to the holding point 
near the beginning of Runway 24 Left. 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
Crossing the seal 
Lining up 24 Left (said: “two four”) 

 
Runway 24 is sealed and the aircraft is at the point where it crosses. 
The pilot intends to go the actual beginning of grass Runway 24 Left.  

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
Rolling 24 Left (said: “two four”) 
Vacating South East 

 
Rolling indicates take off is going to commence. The pilot intends to 
depart from the airfield by taking the aircraft in a south-easterly 
direction. 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
5 miles south east, one thousand nine hundred 
Joining overhead 

 
{possibly an hour later} the aircraft is 5 nautical miles (about 9 km) 
south east of the airfield at 1,900 feet above sea level. The pilot intends 
to join the circuit, a flight pattern used by all aerodrome users (see 
page 36 for further information about circuits). 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
Overhead 
Descending to join 24 Left (said: “two four”) 

 
Overhead indicates a point directly over the point on the runway where 
the aircraft will touch down (but it has to do a full circle of the circuit 
first). The pilot intends to descend and land on Runway 24 Left. 

 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
Downwind 24 Left 
Full stop 

 

By now, the pilot has made three 90 degree turns and is flying parallel 
to the runway in the opposite direction from the landing direction of 
Runway 24 Left known to other pilots in the circuit as “downwind”. The 
intention is to make two more turns and to land on 24 Left. 

Masterton Traffic 
Bravo Kilo Victor 
Crossing the seal 
Taxiing Hangar 4 

 
The landing has taken place and the pilot is at the point where the 
aircraft is crossing the sealed Runway 24. The pilot’s intention is to taxi 
to the hangar. 

 The left column of this table has been largely based on an extract from the Pre-Solo Training Manual, March 2009 
version, published by Ace Aviation Limited, pages S1-21 – S1-22, authored by Mrs Kerry Connor, Chief Flying Instructor. 
 Hangar 4 is fictional. 
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This diagram illustrates the three movements that pilots have to control in the air. The pitching is 
controlled by the elevator (backwards and forward movement of the stick), the rolling is also 
controlled with the stick (left and right movements) and the yawing is controlled by the rudder 
(operated by the rudder pedals with the pilot’s feet. The coordination of these three axes forms the 
basis of the art of flying. 
 

Diagram source: www.free-online-private-pilot-ground-school.com/images/axes.gif 

 

In summary, it may be seen that air time on the radio is kept to as short a time as possible 

in order not to clog up the channel with radio traffic. This is especially important for busy 

aerodromes. It may also be seen that the content of the message is precise in order to avoid 

any confusion to other airspace or aerodrome users. Ultimately, this tried and tested 

method is about enhancing safety. 

 

 SECTION FOUR – Primary Effects of Controls 

 

The first thing a student pilot has to experience –and master before long– are the main 

controls of an aeroplane. The aircraft has three axes that a pilot has to keep in check by the 

use of the appropriate controls. The illustration, reproduced below,  summarises the 

three axes well. 

 

The first axis is 

the  pitch, or the 

‘up-and-downness’ 

aspect of a plane. 

An alternative 

name for this is the 

lateral axis and 

this rotates around 

an imaginary line 

which runs between the left and right wingtips. This axis is largely controlled by the 

elevator, but not completely, which complicates matters somewhat. The throttle position 

also has a bearing: speeding up or slowing down the motor –and hence the propeller– 

affects the pitch too and must be kept in mind by the pilot. The pilot is holding either a 

yoke or control column –which is usually simply known as the stick– and this is connected 

to the elevator via backwards and forward movements which moves the the elevator up or 

down respectively. The elevator is on the empennage –or tail– of the aircraft.  

 

The next axis is usually known as the roll axis and rotates around an imaginary line 

from the front of the aeroplane to the rear. The alternative name for this axis is the 

longitudinal axis. This axis is also controlled by the yoke or stick but this time it is by left 

and right movements. The stick is connected to the ailerons which act in opposite 

directions. For instance, if the control column is moved to the right, the aileron on the right 
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wing goes up, and the air flow forces the right wing down, while at the same time the 

aileron on the left wing moves down, which  forces the left wing up.  

 

The third axis is known to pilots as the yaw axis and this rotates in an imaginary 

vertical line somewhere in the centre of the aircraft. Hence, the alternative name for this 

is the vertical axis. In a light aircraft, the vertical axis is pretty much located close to 

where the pilot is sitting. The controls that operates this are the rudder pedals that 

activate the rudder which is a moveable vertical surface on the empennage. When the 

right pedal is depressed with the right foot, the rudder moves to the right. This has the 

effect of yawing the plane to the right. 

 

Not until a student pilot tries out the controls for themselves, and notices the effects on the 

plane’s stance in the air, does all this really start to embed in the mind. Learning this from 

the “Aircraft Technical Knowledge” book is one thing. To experience it is another. It soon 

becomes evident why the first exercises are know as the “primary” effects of controls.  

The reason –which is soon found out by sensing it– is that there are also secondary effects 

of controls. These secondary effects will be listed briefly although one has already been 

mentioned, namely the effect of the engine/propeller speed on 

the pitch of the plane, in addition to the elevator. 

 

When the control column is moved to the right, the right aileron 

goes up and the left aileron goes down. The left aileron goes 

down into the higher pressure air under the wing and the right 

aileron goes up into the lower pressure air over the wing. The left 

aileron causes more drag than the right aileron which brings the 

aircraft’s nose to the left while –at the same time– the plane banks 

to the right. The condition where the nose turns to the left in a 

right banking plane, or vice versa, is known as adverse yaw. The 

only way to correct this secondary effect –potentially leading to 

uncomfortable and/or nauseous passengers– is to apply right 

rudder simultaneously with a right movement of the stick. The 

resultant turn is known as a coordinated turn. 

 

By the same token, a secondary effect is produced when operating the rudder. When the 

 right rudder pedal is pressed in, the rudder moves to the right which results in the tail of 

the plane moving left and the front of the plane to yaw to the right: this is the primary effect. 
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In this illustration, the Savannah is drawn flying in a north-westerly direction towards the 
Tararua mountain range in the Wairarapa valley. The flight is described as straight and 
level because the aircraft is flying at a constant speed, with wings level, in a constant 

direction, at a constant altitude. 

The diagram on page 22, sourced from http://krepelka.com/fsweb/lessons/student/ images/lesson2figure06.gif 

illustrates this effect well. The relative wind now flows over both the wing and empennage 

and results in the plane rolling, the secondary effect. The only way to correct this tendency is 

to use the aileron in conjuction with the rudder to produce a coordinated –and comfortable– 

turn. I found coordinating the ailerons and rudder quite difficult in the earlier lessons.  

 

Only when the aircraft’s three axes can be managed by a student pilot, by the coordinated 

use of the controls, can the flight training proceed further to straight and level flight, 

climbing and ascending and turns. However, it seems that full and complete rudder-

aileron coordination takes many hours of practice to master completely. 

 

 SECTION FIVE – Straight and Level Flying 

 

Near the end of the first lesson, the flight instructor will ask a student to keep the plane 

straight and level. This will form the basis of the next lesson but is tried out after the 

primary effects of the controls have been experienced and mastered  

 

In my own case, I had to maintain a directional heading with a tolerance of 10 degrees 

either side of centre and a height above sea level (ASL) within 100 feet of the desired 

altitude, which equates to approximately 30 metres, while at the same time, keeping the 

wings level. The ‘road’ being travelled –that is, the air mass in which a plane travels in– is 

itself constantly in motion. 

As a result, the pilot has to 

maintain a constant watch 

with visual reference to the 

outside, and the aircraft’s 

instruments, to maintain a 

constant height and heading, 

and keeping the wings level. 

 

In the illustration adjacent  

there is a sketch of an  

Italian aircraft –an ICP 

Savannah– flying over the 

Wairarapa valley. All further sketches for the remainder of this report will be of this 

aircraft. See Appendix  for further details of this interesting aeroplane. The aeroplane 

http://krepelka.com/fsweb/lessons/student/%20images/lesson2figure06.gif
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The elevator trim control is a rotating handle 
located left of the pilot’s seat. This handle 
needs to be rotated in the desired direction. 

 

 

 

LTF’s dash-mounted compass shows that this arrangement is straight-
forward for a pilot as he or she can easily keep an eye on the desired 
heading whilst keeping a watch outside. In this case, the heading is 060 
magnetic –shown as a 6– not quite easterly which is 090 (shown as E). 

The notice reads “PASSENGER WARNING: Flying may be addictive”. 

 

 

shown in the picture may be described as flying “straight and level” because the aircraft is 

flying (a) at a constant speed, (b) with wings level, (c) in a constant direction, (d) at a 

constant altitude. 

 

Maintaining (a) a constant speed and (d) at a constant altitude are closely related factors. If 

the stick is pushed forward –with the throttle adjustment unaltered– the aeroplane will 

descend and gather speed. Conversely, if the stick is pulled 

back, the aircraft will start to climb and lose speed. These 

two characteristics are to be constantly kept in mind by 

the pilot. Once a constant altitude is maintained, using the 

altimeter as a reference, the aeroplane can be trimmed 

using the trim control.  In the photo adjacent, BKV’s 

trim control is adjacent to the pilot’s seat. In other 

aeroplanes this may be on the instrument panel or even 

on the cockpit ceiling. In the case of BKV, the handle is 

wound in the direction that the pilot wants the front –or 

nose– of the aircraft to go in order to take all forward or backward pressure off the stick. 

For the nose to go down, for instance, the handle is turned in a clockwise direction. Once 

the throttle has been set to keep the engine revving at a speed suitable for cruise and the 

trim is taken care of, the pilot can 

spend more time to (b) keep the 

wings level, (c) maintain flight in a 

constant direction and to keep a 

lookout for other airborne traffic by 

employing a suitable scanning tech-

nique, and periodically checking the 

flight instruments and the engine 

instruments. 

 

For a pilot to (b) keep the wings 

level, it is important to look at the 

horizon as a reference. Even if the horizon is a bumpy mountain range –as in my sketch on 

page 23– the pilot may still estimate a horizon by using a line of best fit method. 

Essentially, in relatively still air, the stick is centred and no banking should occur. The only 

thing left to do is to ensure the aircraft maintains a constant heading. Slight direction 

adjustments are performed by very gentle left-right movements of the control column. In 
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the sketch on page 23 –of the ICP Savannah flying towards the Tararua Mountains– the 

aircraft is drawn flying north-west, a heading of 315, which is halfway between 30 and 33 

on an aeroplane’s magnetic compass. Numbers 30 and 33 indicate 300° and 330° Magnetic  

respectively. BKV has a compass in the centre of the instrument panel, as may be seen in 

the picture on page 14. Many newer aircraft have a prominent compass on top of the dash. 

I flew in a Tecnam P92 Super Echo aircraft –ZK-LTF– which had such an arrangement. 

The photograph on page 24 demonstrates the benefit of such a dash-mounted compass. 

 

 SECTION SIX – Climbing and Descending 

 

The first lesson on climbing and descending is an interesting one. Pilots talk of climbing 

rather than ascending because over the radio ascending and descending may be easily 

mixed up. For this reason, all ascending is referred to as climbing. 

 

The initial lessons for climbing and descending are always done in a straight line, that is, a 

constant heading. Once the climbing and ascending skills have been mastered, the more 

complex climbing turns and descending turns are introduced. This will be expanded on in 

SECTION SEVEN of this report. 

 

Every time an aircraft takes off it climbs. Conversely, on every occasion that an aeroplane 

has landed, a descent has taken place. As happens in almost everything a pilot does, a set 

routine forms the basis of the technique which is then varied according to the prevailing 

weather conditions or other circumstances. 

 

The technique for a climbing and descending is relatively straightforward. The acronym to 

remember most for this is PAT in three of the the four instances in a straight flight. The 

only exception 

the pilot needs 

to remember 

is the acro-

nym APT for 

the remaining 

situation. This 

is best illustrated in the drawing above . The three letters stand for Power, Attitude and 

Trim. The pilot always remembers that power is the key to powered flight. Hence in three 

of the situations, Power comes first. Even in the fourth instance, at the top of a climb, 
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Power is important and the pilot therefore adjusts the aircraft’s Attitude before reducing 

Power. This will always be followed by an adjustment to the Trim. 

 

If a short, straight flight was  to take place, in accordance with the diagram, the following 

four things would occur: 

 

1. The Pilot enters a climb. The starting position could be either from take off or from a 

lower attitude level flight. While flying in a set direction, using both a distant 

reference point and/or the magnetic compass, the pilot increases Power by sliding 

the throttle lever forward for BKV, or pushing in the throttle knob on the 

instrument panel for many other aircraft. Sometimes the extra air flow from the 

faster revving prop or the additional torque will need a small adjustment to the 

rudder. The Attitude is adjusted next. This means the elevator is adjusted to the 

position where the 

right climb rate 

occurs. There are a 

number of different 

climb rates with 

various advantages 

but the one chosen 

frequently is the best 

rate of climb which 

varies for each 

aircraft but this 

should always be given in the plane’s POH. Another aspect of Attitude is keeping the 

wings level. The rudder is also adjusted to cancel out any adverse yaw with 

reference to the ball, maintaining this in the centre. Once a steady climb has 

commenced the Trim is adjusted to take the pressure off the stick. The climbing 

aircraft should look like the one  drawn in the illustration above.  

 

2. The pilot completes the climb. This is the point where the aircraft has to level out. 

Unlike situations 1, 3 and 4, the order of events here is APT and this starts just 

before the aircraft has reached 100 feet before the upper limit of the climb. The 

pilot uses the stick to level out the aircraft’s Attitude and, once the engine picks up 

speed because the climbing strain is gone, the Power is adjusted to the revs 

appropriate for level cruise. When things settle down, the aircraft is Trimmed for 

level flight so that there is no remaining stick pressure. 
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3. The pilot commences a descent. The mnemonic for this is PAT once again. The 

engine revs are reduced to a known appropriate speed for descent; this is the Power 

aspect. Because the power is cut, the aircraft’s nose will point down. The Attitude is 

adjusted with the elevator so that there is a smooth descent, also keeping the wings 

level. Once this has 

been achieved the pilot 

will adjust the Trim. 

The descent should 

look similar to the 

aircraft shown in the 

adjacent drawing . 

One other important 

factor that should be 

considered is the 

carburettor heat. An engine sucking in cool air at altitude is subject to carburettor 

icing which, if left unchecked could result in an ice blockage. This condition 

frequently leads to the motor stopping. To avoid this, the carburettor heat selector 

should be selected if fitted to the aircraft. Some motors are fuel injected and do not 

have a carburettor so this would not be relevant. In the case of BKV, the carburettor 

heat control was to the left of the pilot’s seat and is visible at the top right in the 

photograph on page 11. 

 
4. The pilot completes the descent. Again PAT is utilised. Approximately 100 feet 

before reaching the desired altitude, the carburettor heat is turned off (if fitted) and 

the Power is increased to the normal setting for level flight. This should force the 

aircraft’s nose up and this will prompt the pilot to adjust the Attitude by adjusting 

the elevator. Similarly, any adverse yaw is controlled with the rudder and the 

ailerons are used to keep the wings level. Once the aircraft is cruising at a constant 

altitude, the pilot Trims the aircraft for an level flight ahead. 

 
There is one thing that is common to all four aspects mentioned above. This is that PAT –or 

APT– should be rechecked. Because flying is a dynamic environment, after each adjustment 

at the beginning or end of a climb, and the beginning and end of a descent, PAT –or APT 

for the top of the climb– has to be fine-tuned by a smaller adjustment after approximately 

half a minute. It has been drummed into me that only gentle movements should be 

employed for most aircraft manoeuvres. Sudden or impulsive control movements means 

the pilot has to continue to make minor corrections and leads to an uncomfortable flight. 
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This illustration shows the next development of 
pilot skills outlined in this Section. This picture 
shows a descending turn while the sketch at the 
top of the page shows a climbing turn. 

 

 

 

 

 

This illustration shows the next development of 
pilot skills outlined in this Section. This picture 
shows a climbing turn while the sketch below 
shows a descending turn. 

 

 

 

 

 SECTION SEVEN – Climbing & Descending Turns 

 

This section combines what has 

been learned by the student 

pilot in the primary effects of 

controls lessons –as well as 

the additional effects of the 

plane’s controls– as per 

SECTION FOUR and 

the skills learned during 

the climbing and 

descending as outlined in 

SECTION SIX. By this time, the gentle 

use of the  controls are familiar and the procedures 

for climbing and descending are well memorised. 

 

 To  bring  all  this  together  in  a 

practical sense means that a 15 

(but no more than a 20) 

degree turn is carried out at 

the same time as a climb is 

in progress. Compared to 

straight and level flight, 

additional power is 

needed in a turn and, and 

this needs to be factored in when 

taking into consideration that a 

considerable amount of power is 

also required for the climb.  

 

An issue with climbing turns, which became evident when doing this personally, is the 

tendency for the aircraft to overbank. In the same way that the left front wheel of a car 

which is turning right travels further, for a plane that is banked normally, the outer wing 

travels a greater arc than the inner wing and therefore has more air flowing over it. This 

faster airflow causes the outer wing to lift more than the inner wing and this has a 

inclination to carry on resulting in a bank angle greater than first desired due to the 
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This instrument, the inclinometer, 
is colloquially known as the ‘ball’ 
because the little ball inside the 
glass tube indicates whether the 
aircraft is suffering from adverse 
yaw or, if the ball is centred, 
the   aeroplane is undergoing 
coordinated flight. 

 

 

greater lift. Additionally, in a climbing turn the aeroplane is pointing upwards already and 

the angle of the plane’s wings is greater compared to the relative airflow in order to 

produce lift for the  climb. This angle between the wing and the relative airflow is known 

as the angle of attack or simply the AOA. In   this  drawing,  I have illustrated the 

difference between 

the wing of an 

aircraft flying fully 

level –shown left– 

and an aircraft’s 

wing that is climbing 

–shown right– and it is immediately obvious that the AOA is much greater in the climb. 

Combine this with a banking wing of a turning aeroplane and it it becomes easy to 

understand why the tendency to overbank is greater when climbing. The remedy is 

straighforward: the pilot has to “hold the bank” by using the stick in the opposite direction 

to overcome the overbanking tendency. For instance, if a 15 degree climbing turn to the 

right was commenced, the plane would soon overbank to an angle of 20, 25 or 30 degrees. 

A movement of the stick to the left –close to the centre position– would hold the bank at 15 

degrees until the pilot completed the turn. 

 

For the opposite reason –namely the wings being almost parallel to the relative airflow– 

when a descending turn is commenced, there seems to be negligible overbanking, at least 

in the aircraft I have flown in. I understand that some aircraft have a tendency to 

underbank in a descending turn and this would need a greater 

stick input from the pilot in order to hold the bank at the desired 

angle. In a climbing turn, much of the engine’s power is used to 

produce the climb, and therefore the bank should be kept shallow. 

However, this is not so for a descending turn. Far less power is 

used to keep the plane airborne. For this reason, a steeper bank 

angle may be used safely when descending, e.g. 30 degrees or so. 

Having said that, 30 degree turns really belong to the medium 

term lessons, described in SECTION EIGHT.  

 

One more thing that must be mentioned and that is the issue of 

adverse yaw. Because a plane is climbing or descending does not 

mean that adverse yaw does not need to be taken into account. As a 

result, the pilot will still need to use the rudder appropriately to counter the effects of 
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This illustration shows the Savannah 
banking at an angle of 30 degrees, 
considered to be a medium turn. When an 
aircraft is banked at this angle, the 
increased drag will reduce its airspeed and 
bring on the issue of adverse yaw. 

 

 

 

 

adverse yaw, by keeping the ball on the instrument panel centred, in order to fly 

coordinated turns (refer to the photo on page 29). After flying for a number of hours this 

skill becomes second nature. 

 

 SECTION EIGHT – Medium Turns 

 

When a student pilot has been asked to perform a medium turn 

this means that a bank angle   of   30 degrees is 

expected to be maintained during the 

time of the turn until just 

before the correct 

heading is reached 

when the pilot is 

expected to level out 

the plane. There are a 

few factors to be kept in 

mind during medium 

turns. They are, the effects 

of increased drag, over-

banking and the matter of 

adverse yaw.  

 

Referring to the drawing above , it soon becomes evident that the wings are not holding 

the aircraft up as well as a plane that is in a straight and level attitude. An extreme 

example would be a 90 degree bank angle when the wings would not create any lift at all. 

It may be appreciated then, that at a 30 degree angle, to increase lift, the wing’s AOA has to 

be increased to some extent. From this action, there will be a resultant increase in drag. 

Bear in mind that this will be different for each wing as they are both travelling a different 

distance. The combined increase in drag will reduce the aircraft’s airspeed in a medium 

turn. For this reason, medium turns should not be used when an aircraft is flying at a low 

speed because the turn could reduce the lift to the point where the wing stalls. 

 

The issue of overbanking was discussed in SECTION SEVEN but it is important to keep  in 

mind that, in addition to a climbing turn, a measure of overbanking also occurs in a 

medium turn carried out at a constant altitude. Again, the pilot has to hold the bank by 

using the stick to neutralise the overbanking tendency. 
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Adverse yaw has also been discussed in SECTION FOUR and SECTION SEVEN. The best 

way to achieve a coordinated turn is to press the rudder pedal on the same side the ball is 

showing on the instrument, to centre it. This is known as ‘stepping on the ball’. In 

summary, the pilot must keep an eye on the ball in order to maintain coordinated turns. 

 

 SECTION NINE – Stalling 

 

Most people have heard of an aircraft “stalling” and the majority will recognise that this is 

a potentially dangerous situation. A number of persons imagine that a stall means the 

aeroplane’s engine has stopped functioning, much like a stall in a car indicates that the 

motor has ceased to turn. The reality is that an aircraft stall has nothing to do with the 

engine directly. Instead, a stall in a plane is all about what happens to the wing. In brief, it 

is when the wings are no longer able to keep the aircraft aloft. Many people do not 

appreciate that the pilot is introduced to stalling early in his or her flight training for two 

very good reasons. Firstly, if an unexpected stall were to occur, the pilot is trained how to 

deal with this situation. Frequent practice of stall recoveries will enable the pilot to deal 

with any unanticipated stall without a great deal of thinking and with minimal delay. 

Secondly, the stall is required to be performed –on purpose– in order to bring an aircraft 

safely to the runway: in fact every landing is simply a stall that occurs a few centimetres 

above the ground. The key to understanding an aeroplane’s stall is to appreciate what 

happens to the airflow over the wing. When an aircraft flies straight and level at its design 

cruising speed, the Angle Of Attack (AOA) is usually around 4 degrees. In a steep climb, 

this may rise to 10 degrees or more. For a typical plane, the AOA  at which the aircraft’s 

wing ceases to support it in the air is at about 15 degrees. Some wings of Short Take Off and 

Landing –or 

STOL– planes 

may have a 

wing designed 

to stall up to 

19 or 20 

degrees. As may be seen in the two diagrams above , the air flowing over the top of 

the wing lets go once this critical angle has been reached. At this point the aeroplane is 

no longer held up and proceeds to fall from the sky. The student pilot  learns to deal with 

this situation so that there is always a safe outcome. Some aeroplanes –such as the ICP 

Savannah which I have used in the drawn illustrations in this report– have two design 

features which function to increase the effective AOA and decrease the speed at which 
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BKV’s Air Speed Indicator 
(ASI) shows the pilot a number 
of important speeds. The 
plane is meant to stall at the 
bottom of the green arc. The 
POH of BKV gives a stall 
speed of 36 knots. For some 
reason, the ASI’s green arc 
shows the stall speed to be 46 
knots. 

 

This illustration shows the aircraft just prior to the stall. The Angle Of Attack 
(AOA) for the ICP Savannah at the stall is approximately 20 degrees. Just before 
this angle is reached, the aircraft continues to climb steeply while it is being 
powered by full engine revs. If the aircraft’s engine is on idle. the power–off stall 
will be imminent. 

 

 

 

the plane stalls. The lower the stall speed, the lower the landing speed and the shorter the 

runway that is required. The Savannah has high lift wings, essentially a specially 

designed profile that appears thicker than usual, and the addition of vortex generators 

which are special mechanisms that assist in keeping the boundary 

layer attached to the wing as long as possible. Further information  

about this aeroplane may be found in APPENDIX . 

 

Although the AOA at which a stall takes place is fairly similar, the 

actual stalling speed differs for all aircraft and even between model 

variations of the same planes. The Savannah’s stalling speed is 31 

knots (57 km/h) without the use of flaps and 26 knots (48 km/h) 

with flaps. The Super Cub has a stall speed listed in the POH of 42 

miles per hour (36 knots or 68 km/h) which is considerably higher. 

By way of contrast, the stall speed of a common commercial jet 

liner, the Boeing 747 is 115 knots or 213 km/h. Yet, for most 

aeroplanes, the critical AOA will be around 15-16 degrees, or 19-

20 degrees for STOL planes like the Savannah. One common misconception is that the AOA 

is the angle between the wing and the earth’s surface. The reality is, that the AOA is the 

relationship between the relative airflow and the angle of the wing chord, as per the 

diagram on page  31. This means that a stall could take place in a dive, for  instance, and is 

not necessarily confined to straight and level flight. 

 

When a student pilot is informed that they have to stall the plane in the next lesson, the 

instructor calmly goes 

over the theory of a stall 

and the necessary 

recovery procedure. It all 

sounds reasonable and 

even straightforward 

while on the ground. 

Nevertheless, when the 

stalling exercise is actually 

being performed, it is not 

uncommon for the 

student to feel a certain 

level of apprehension or 
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This picture shows the Savannah at the stall. The Angle Of Attack (AOA) for this 
aeroplane at the stall is approximately 20 degrees, higher than the average aircraft. 
At this rather crazy angle, the wing ceases to lift, or support, the aircraft so that 
it is now said to be stalled. Most aircraft are not capable of such steep AOAs. 

 

 

 

even mild fear. These are perfectly understandable reactions. However, once the stalling 

exercise has been performed a number of times, the corrective response starts to become 

second nature and that is the idea behind the stall training. If an inadvertant stall should 

ever take place, the pilot’s training should take over and lead to a safe recovery of the 

aeroplane from the stall situation. 

 

Just before the stall exercise, the pilot checks that all settings and instruments are correct. 

To start the stall, the throttle is closed –i.e., is placed in the idle position– and the pilot 

attempts to maintain a constant height. Because there is no appreciable forward power, to 

keep the same altitude, the angle of attack must be increased by pulling back on the stick 

which lifts the elevator. The overall impression is that the aircraft is much quieter because 

the engine is not working; also, the nose points increasingly higher. The usefulness of the 

plane’s controls decreases 

and they feel ‘rubbery’. 

The Piper Super Cub does 

not have a manufacturer’s 

stall indicator, neither 

does the ICP  Savannah  

that I flew in, in Australia. 

Other aircraft may have a 

stall horn, stall light, stall 

buzzer or a pre-recorded 

voice saying “pull up, pull 

up”. Despite this, there is 

an inherent stall indicator 

in the form of a small shake of the aircraft, which is often referred to as ‘buffeting’. 

Because the wings can no longer hold up the combined weight of the aeroplane and its 

contents –i.e. people on board, luggage and fuel– at this point, the aircraft begins to sink 

and the nose pitches down quickly. 

 

This is where the pilot needs to start the stall recovery. The sequence of  steps are best 

remembered as SPRACC which stands for Stick, Power, Rudder, (pause), Ailerons, 

Centralise, and Climb. This has been summarised in the list on page 34. The Stick is pushed 

forward to lower the elevator, ensuring that it is kept in the centre: easing it forward to the 

right-of-centre or left-of-centre would operate the ailerons and this must be avoided to 

prevent an out-of-control situation. The throttle is set to full Power to produce thrust so 
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that the airflow over the wings increases. The Rudder is used to prevent yaw. At this point, 

the pilot pauses for a moment to let things ‘settle’. 

After this, the Ailerons are adjusted to keep the 

wings level. The rudder is Centralised and a short 

Climb is commenced to bring the aircraft back to 

the desired height, usually the height where the stall 

began. Once the correct altitude has been reached, 

the plane is leveled. 

 

With practice, the stall recovery procedure 

almost becomes an automatic sequence carried out 

by  the pilot, in the same way that a driver of a manual car chooses the correct gear for the 

conditions without having to think too hard about the appropriate selection.  

 

 SECTION TEN – Take Off and Landing  

 

This section is divided into two parts, the take off and the landing, i.e., the plane leaving 

the ground and coming back to the ground respectively. Both take offs and landings are 

critical aspects of flying aeroplanes. 

 

(1)  THE TAKE OFF 

 

Once an aeroplane is near the starting position on the aerodrome –usually a designated 

holding point– the pilot gives a passenger briefing. This includes such things as the 

operation of seatbelts –in the event of an emergency– the planned route after leaving the 

airfield, the destination, what will happen if there is a loss of power during take off or an 

engine failure after take off (EFATO).  

 

The plane is then taxied to the end of the runway and the appropriate radio call is made to 

inform other aerodrome and airspace users of your intentions (at a non-controlled 

aerodrome), or permission is requested and gained from the tower to take off (in a 

controlled aerodrome). In the event of a non-controlled aerodrome, other users are 

informed that the pilot is “lining up”. Once the take off starts the pilot informs others that 

the aircraft is “rolling” and “vacating south-east” or any other direction that the pilot 

intends to take the aircraft. Refer to the first four entires in the table in SECTION THREE 

for the full extent of the radio calls made before the take off. 

 

STALL RECOVERY SEQUENCE 
 

Stick      pushed forward 
 

Power      increased to full 
 

Rudder     adjusted to control yaw 
 

{pause}    allow aircraft to settle 
 

Ailerons   ensure wings are level 
 

Centralise the rudder 
 

Climb      back to starting altitude 
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The Savannah is pictured here a few seconds after take off. The air speed over 
the wings, and the (AOA) for the aeroplane, is sufficient to lift it off the runway.  
Potential hazards the pilot must be aware of are strong cross winds, which will 
cause the plane to drift away from the centre of the runway, and EFATO which 
means the pilot should have a Plan B: where to land the plane when this occurs. 

 

 

 

There are a few matters a pilot must be aware of before taking off in order to avoid danger. 

One factor is the effect of the aircraft engine’s torque. The propeller is a lot lighter than the 

rest of the aircraft. However, the engine will also attempt to turn the aeroplane in the 

opposite direction to the propeller. The effect is that the entire aircraft is turned in an 

anticlockwise direction by the motor which puts pressure on the left wheel at take off and 

produces an inclination to yaw to aircraft to the left. Another consideration is the 

consequence of prop wash –or the propeller’s airflow– hitting the aircraft. If, viewed from 

the pilot’s seat, the propeller 

turns clockwise (almost 

always), the prop wash air 

stream will push on the left 

side of the rear fin and will 

tend to push the plane to the 

left. Because full power is 

used and the velocity 

through the air is low, this 

effect is most pronounced at 

take off. These two factors, 

namely the effects of torque 

and prop wash, affects both 

tail dragger and tricycle 

aircraft. There are two more factors that are of further concern for tail dragger planes but 

have minimal impact on tricycle gear aircraft. These are known as the asymetric blade 

effect and the gyroscopic effect. The former refers to the fact that the up going and down 

going propeller blade meets the air at slightly different angles and this produces the 

tendency to yaw the aircraft to the left. The latter is the effect when the tailwheel plane 

starts to lift the wheel off the runway. In the same way that it is easier to stay on a bicycle 

when it is going faster, the gyroscopic effect tends to resist lifting the plane’s tailwheel 

from the ground. The heavier the propeller is in relation to the weight of the whole 

aircraft, the more pronounced the gyroscopic effect will be.  

 

In three of the four effects outlined, the tendency is for the plane to go left for a clockwise 

rotating propellor. In rarer instances when the motor turns anticlockwise (viewed from the 

cockpit), the opposite applies.  Pilots are trained to deal with these issues at take off. As 

soon as the plane leaves the ground, pilots have to ensure the aircraft stays in line with the 

remainder of the runway. If there is an engine failure directly after take off, it may then be 

possible to land on the residual part of the air strip. 
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The point of take off is where the airflow is sufficient to generate enough lift for the 

aircraft to become airborne. The pilot knows at which speed the 

stick may be pulled back, which lifts the elevator, which in turn 

causes the aircraft to take off. The POH should give the specific 

speed at which this will occur. Because the air speed over the 

wing is important, the pilot will almost always take off into 

the wind , if at all possible, rather than with a tailwind. Rolling along a runway with a 

tail wind requires a higher ground speed before take off is possible. 

 

One tricky component about the take off maneouvre is the issue of cross wind. The 

aeroplane tends to move into the direction of the wind following take off because the wind 

from the side is pushing against the vertical components of the tail. The pilot needs to be 

acutely aware of the tendency for the nose to go into the wind and adjust for this as soon as 

the aircraft is airborne. With reference to the aerodrome’s AWIB –explained on page 17– 

and/or windsock, the crosswind component will have been worked out before the flight  

commenced. Navigation instruments make this a quick calculation. A quick glance at the 

windsock should be carried out in case there has been a recent change in wind direction.  

 

(2)  THE LANDING 

 

Student pilots 

undergo a lot of 

circuit training. 

This goes be-

yond the scope 

of this report 

and well be-

yond the first 

ten basic flight 

lessons that I 

have reviewed. 

Nevertheless ,  

there is a need 

to know that 

aircraft flying around New Zealand’s aerodromes move in CAA-specified circuits to avoid 

serious mid-air collisions. A  miniature verion of a large poster has been reproduced 

"When everything seems 
to be going against you, 
remember that the 
airplane takes off against 
the wind, not with it..." 
                     HENRY FORD 
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on page 36 to demonstrate that, if every pilot in the country adhered to this strict routine, 

collision danger should theoretically be non-existent. In this report, the focus is solely on 

the final runway approach shown on the right hand side of the illustration on the poster. 

 

Landing a plane is potentially the most hazardous phase of the flight. It is important that 

the pilot has done the planning for the destination airfield. Aerodromes vary in many 

respects including the number of runways, different surfaces, lengths, widths and 

directions as well as obstacles surrounding them. The selected runway should be strong 

enough to carry the weight of the aeroplane. All these factors are published by the CAA in 

“AIP New Zealand” Volume 4 and are updated every two months. 

 

While in the circuit, the pilot will already have ascertained the strength of wind by looking 

at the airfield’s windsock from the air. These windsocks are calibrated for 25 knots 

(46 km/h) which means that if the windsock is observed in the horizontal position, the 

windspeed is at or over 25 knots. The windsock also indicates wind direction. If at all 

possible, the pilot will select the runway, or runway direction if there is only one, so that 

the plane will land into the wind as much as possible. Appropriate radio calls will be made 

as per the table in SECTION THREE. 

 

The pilot selects the glide angle that is suitable for the aircraft on the final approach. If the 

runway is long enough, the pilot will be aiming the aircraft approximately one-third along 

its length. This allows for an earlier landing if the wind changes intensity or direction. It 

also allows for a later landing, up to half the distance of the airfield, if the wind causes the 

aircraft to float longer than intended. If it looks as if the plane is going to land beyond the 

halfway point, the pilot will intiate a go-around and try to land again a few minutes later. 

When the aircraft gets close to the ground, a cushion of air builds up between the wings 

and the ground. This is known as ‘ground effect’ and can prolong the time it takes to get 

the aircraft onto the 

ground. In the adjacent  

illustration, the aircraft 

has been drawn  

in  ground effect, hover-

ing about half a metre 

above the surface of the 

runway. At this point, the 

aircraft is slowed to a stall 
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The Savannah, above, has just landed. All three wheels are on the runway. The 
pilot will now slow down the aeroplane with its brakes. The trees adjacent to the 
landing strip may have posed an interesting challenge if the wind was coming 
from that direction. 

 

 

 

and, if done at precisely the correct time, the resultant smooth landing will be considered 

a  good one. Such a landing is affectionately known as ‘a greaser’ by those in the New 

Zealand aviation community. For a tail dragger plane, the front wheels should touch 

down first followed by the tail wheel. For a tricycle plane, as in the picture on page 37, 

the pilot attempts to put the two main wheels down first, followed by the front wheel.  In 

the tail dragger, the main wheels are usually fitted with brakes. For older, early 20th 

century aircraft, there are often no brakes. For a tricycle aircraft, the brakes are nearly 

always attached to the two main wheels. In the same way that a tail dragger has a 

steerable rear wheel, the tricycle aircraft frequently has a steerable nosewheel. In both 

instances, the steerable wheel is connected to the rudder pedals. In some cases, the wheel 

brakes may be independently operated, such as in the Piper Super Cub (heel brakes) and 

the ICP Savannah (toe brakes). 

 

There are a number of possible complications while landing. The most common one is a 

crosswind. This means the pilot has to position the aircraft into the wind, crabbing the 

entire approach until he or she straightens up the aircraft, in line with the runway, just 

before touchdown. Another potential complication is wind shear. This is a situation where 

the aircraft is being landed into say, a 15 knot wind. When the plane gets close to the 

landing strip, the headwind may suddenly drop to just 3 or 4 knots. A slower airflow over 

the wing could cause the plane to sink or stall so the pilot needs to be always wary of wind 

shear. The third matter 

which could catch a pilot out 

is the situation drawn in the 

  picture  adjacent, namely 

a number of trees or a large 

man-made structure such as 

a barn close to the airfield. 

With a steady breeze 

blowing over the runway, 

these trees, or a building, 

could interrupt the airflow 

by wildly varying amounts 

along the length of the 

runway. Such erratic crosswinds –along with the twisting, unsettled air– is likely to 

make landing the aeroplane considerably more challenging. Even the hills drawn in the 

background could cause disturbed air to be present at a landing site several kilometres 

away, if a strong wind was blowing from that direction. 
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 CONCLUSION 

 

The principal purpose of this study was to gain a practical, hands-on perspective about 

aspects of aviation with three aims in view. The first intention was to enable me to teach an 

aviation course to students at Ponatahi Christian School with empathy and depth. The 

second objective was to derive personal enjoyment from the experience. It was hoped that 

these two aspirations would go hand-in-hand. In other words, if I enjoyed experiencing 

the practical side of aviation, then it is to be expected that the students will benefit from 

this also, albeit indirectly. In both cases, I believe that the first two aims have been realised. 

The study has been most enjoyable and the knowledge gained has been invaluable, able to 

be constructively passed on to the students in my aviation class. There was a third intention 

in mind with a derived  benefit, and that was the production of this report. The ambition is 

that other area school (or secondary school) aviation teachers –or potential teachers– may 

be assisted in bringing a practical component to their teaching by utilising elements of this 

report. The results of the third aim will not be known until after publication of this report, 

and only if other teachers care to give me any feedback in future. 

 

I enjoyed going to Australia on two occasions, to speak with constructors of home-built 

aircraft, and even to get airborne in the process. Home-building of aeroplanes is a 

pastime carried out by hundreds of constructors in Australia. Spending time with a 

number of such people building different aircraft, in different States, designed by 

different engineers and sourced from different countries, was an exceptionally rewarding 

and pleasurable experience. I gained a vast wealth of knowledge and an enormous 

appreciation of what these people set out to achieve, and how they realised a common 

goal to fly an aircraft put together with their own hands in their spare time, usually after 

work or on Saturdays. 

 

I also found taking a series of flight lessons an interesting personal challenge. The first 

ten fundamental flying lessons have provided the basis of the body of this report. 

Additionally, the experience has been extraordinarily satisfying. As a result, I feel far 

more confident in explaining the mysteries of flight to my students. I can speak from a 

greater authority having experienced the anxieties and trials of a student pilot myself. As 

a result, I have been able to give a first-hand explanation during lessons in my aviation 

class. I am now able to supplement CAA theory lessons where students may be learning 

about radio procedures, pre-flight checks, aircraft structures and straight-and-level 

flight, with real life examples. It has been worth it in every respect. 
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HISTORY 
MAKER: Kerry 
Conner, left, 
and John 
Bushell in the 
Piper Cub BKV, 
the first plane 
to fly under the 
Auckland 
Harbour Bridge. 
JAMES 
HOLLINGS  
 

 APPENDIX 1 – Historical information, ZK-BKV 

 

ZK-BKV is a Piper Super Cub PA-18, designed in the 1940s by William Piper and his team at 

Piper Aircraft. ZK-BKV was produced in 1955 and delivered in New Zealand early in 1956. 

The two articles below, record some historical details about this aeroplane: 
 

 

1950-BKV 

By Christie Published 30/08/2012 | 

 

On the 9 th of August 1955, the club decided to change its training fleet. Two Piper Super 

cubs were ordered along with a spare engine. 
 

… 
 

BKV was the first aircraft to arrive in January 1956 and BKW was at the club by March 1956. 
 
Source: http://aac.org.nz/history/1950-1958/1950-bkv/  
 

 
 

 

Plane Has Daredevil Past 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It's one of the smallest planes in New Zealand, but it's got one of the biggest stories to tell. This 

Piper Cub, based at Masterton's Hood Aerodrome, was the first plane to fly under the Auckland  

http://aac.org.nz/history/1950-1958/1950-bkv/
http://aac.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/1950-BKV.jpg
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Harbour Bridge. 

 

The Cub, codenamed BKV, is owned by John Bushell, of Greytown, and leased to local pilot 

training company Ace Aviation. 

 

On June 2, 1959, during the climax of the opening ceremony for the bridge, Auckland amateur 

daredevil Eric Barfoot flew it under the centre span three times while the bridge was packed with 

people and vehicles. Barfoot told reporters he was inspired by the feats of "Mad Mac" 

MacGregor, a former fighter pilot who flew under the Waikato Rail Bridge. Aviation officials 

were not amused and Barfoot was prosecuted for flying below 500 feet, convicted and fined £50.  

The Auckland Aero Club, which owned the plane, fined him a further £50 and suspended his 

membership for 10 years. 

 

Ace Aviation chief executive and chief flying instructor Kerry Conner said few people knew of 

the plane's unusual past, but it was a drawcard for those that did. "It's got a name with it. There's 

a lot of people who come who want to fly on that particular Cub because they remember it and 

learnt on it."  

 

The Cub was still used regularly for pilot training, especially "tail-dragger" training, as the art of 

flying rear-wheeled aircraft is known. "That's what we specialise in [tail-dragger training]. We 

get a lot of people who come just for that. Most of our business is people who have never flown 

before. They learn how to fly. This is back-to-basics, looking-out-the-window seat-of-your-pants 

flying. "For those that want to go into top-dressing, it's quite impressive to have tail-dragger 

experience." 

 

She said despite being 60 years old, it was still a good training aircraft. "It's pretty easy to fly. It's 

nice and slow, and pretty forgiving." 

 

Mr Bushell said when he bought the Cub, he knew it had a history, but didn't know it had flown 

under the bridge. "I do appreciate that it's a piece of aviation history in New Zealand." 

 

He and his wife Lynn bought it mainly to lease to Mrs Conner, because they wanted to keep rear-

wheel training going in the region. "Kerry and I believe you have to learn the basics. "It's very 

gentle. They are fun to fly. If you can fly straight and level on this, just by looking out the 

window, [then] by the time you get into instrument flying, when things go wrong you can get 

back to basics." 

 

Mr Bushell is also a licensed aircraft engineer, and does all the maintenance on the Cub. "It 

keeps me in practice and up to date with the day-to-day realities of it." He said there was one 

piece of maintenance he was thinking of doing. That was to record the Cub's feats in the 

traditional way, by painting a silhouette outline of the Auckland Harbour Bridge on the fuselage. 

 

Contact: JamesHollings@hotmail.com 

Source: http://www.times-age.co.nz/news/plane-has-daredevil-past/1493425/  

 

http://www.times-age.co.nz/news/plane-has-daredevil-past/1493425/
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Vortex generators are fitted to the leading edge of the wing. These 
devices allow the aircraft to fly slower before the wings stall. I saw this 
aircraft being fitted together at Archerfield Airport, Brisbane, Australia. 
This factory-built Savannah came from Italy and required some assembly 
before distribution to the end customer. 

 

 

 

The adjacent illustration is a scan of the original 1950s Piper 

Super Cub’s official FAA Pilot Operating Handbook (POH) for 

the 90 horsepower version of the plane, utilising a Conti-

nental engine (Source: http://blog.blueiceaviation.com/super-cub-specs). 

The Piper Super Cub –BKV– that I flew in was fitted with a 

Rolls   Royce 100 horsepower engine. The ten percent 

additional power appeared to increase the performance 

envelope of this aeroplane a little. 

 

It is a somewhat amusing thought that the aircraft I did my 

flight training in was designed, constructed and exported to 

New Zealand years before I was born. With careful mainte-

nance, this aircraft is likely to be kept in a flying condition for a 

very long time. Being both a historian and an aviation enthu-

siast, I considered flying in ZK-BKV a thrill and a privilege. 

 

 APPENDIX 2 – Technical Information, ICP Savannah 

 

The aeroplane that I have used in my drawn illustrations is a Savannah manufactured by 

ICP in Italy, mostly in kit form, although they do make a ready-to-fly version also. This 

aeroplane has been largely based on a Zenith CH-701 design from Chris Heintz –a Swiss 

engineer who was one of the 

designers of the Concorde– and Max 

Tedesco –a Colombian engineer who 

made improvements to the earlier 

Zenith design. Eddy Razzano at ICP 

designed many further incremental 

improvements. The two most signifi-

cant upgrades have been a 

completely redesigned tail and the 

addition of vortex generators  

(VGs) which are small vertical fins 

mounted on the leading edge of the 

wing to help keep the boundary 

layer of air attached to the wing for 

much longer. This enables the plane 

http://blog.blueiceaviation.com/super-cub-specs
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This picture shows the left side of the Savannah’s dashboard. The 
aircraft is supplied with a number of useful instruments. 

 

 

 

 

Chris Heintz, a Swiss engineer who worked on the design of the 
Concorde, and Max Tedesco, a Colombian aircraft designer, were 
the foundation engineers who designed an effective all-metal, strong 
and lightweight aircraft for home constructors. The Savannah was 
based on their initial design. I took this picture to show the neatness 
of the construction of the fuselage. The holes in the frames are to 
lighten the plane with effectively no loss in strength. 

 

 

 

to fly at a higher AOA and therefore slower, all to assist pilots in off-airport operations. 

Other improvements include, a wider cabin for occupants’ comfort, greater legroom to 

accommodate taller pilots, a higher maximum weight (recently re-engineered to 600 kg), a 

more sloping windscreen for greater aerodynamic efficiency, and the option of the 

traditional square fuselage (the XL  model) or a rounded fuselage (the S model), the latter’s 

shape is for aesthetic purposes only and 

does not change the plane’s perfor-

mance. Other factory supplied options 

include a larger rudder for even more 

control authority at very low speeds, 

two additional fuel tanks for a longer 

range and an enlarged luggage area 

behind the seats for extra storage. 

 

The Savannah is a Short Take Off and 

Landing (STOL) plane which is 

achieved with the plane’s high lift 

wing profile and vortex generators. 

This aircraft has been designed with 

flaperons, a combination of flaps and 

ailerons which spans the entire length 

of the wings for excellent control effectiveness at low air speeds. Additionally, the flaperons 

are fitted below the wings for even greater efficiency. The Savannah requires less than 

60 metres to take off and about 70 metres to land. The Piper Super Cub needs 400 metres 

to take off and 402 metres to land 

(source: http://hoodaerodrome.org.nz/wp-content/ 

aircraft/pipercub.htm?height=600&width=800). The ICP 

Savannah is able to cruise com-

fortably between 80 and 90 knots 

(148 to 167 km/h) similar to a Piper 

Super Cub which has a stated cruise 

speed of 87 knots (160 km/h). The 

Savannah’s stalling speed is 31 knots 

(57 km/h) without the use of flaps 

and 26 knots (48 km/h) with flaps. 

The Super Cub has a stall speed listed 

http://hoodaerodrome.org.nz/wp-content/
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The instruments on the right side of the dashboard monitor the engine 
parameters and the health of the electrical system. This photo was taken 
when the aircraft was limited to a maximum weight of 544 kg. Savannahs 
produced from 2013, have been re-engineered for a 600 kg maximum mass.  

 

 

 

 

This picture shows a partly constructed wing of a Savannah XL, 
being constructed by Mark Kyle in Queensland. By the time I saw 
this aircraft, the construction progress had advanced far beyond 
this phase. Source: www.recreationalflying.com 

 

 

 

in the POH of 42 miles per hour (36 knots or 68 km/h) which is significantly higher. Also, 

the Super Cub has not been fitted with flaps. 

 

Unlike the Piper Super Cub, which 

has a tail dragger landing set up, 

the ICP Savannah has a tricycle 

configuration. This makes the 

Savannah better in forward 

visibility during taxiing and for 

maneouvring around bumps and 

stumps on the ground. Other 

advantages of the Savannah over 

the Super Cub are that the plane is 

all metal (rather than tube and 

fabric for the Cub), has side-by-

side seating for the pilot and 

passenger (rather than the tandem 

seating for the Cub), may be registered as a microlight in New Zealand (rather than the more 

expensive general aviation category for the Cub) and has the versatility of flaps (unlike the 

Cub which has none). Additionally, the Savannah has a heavy duty undercarriage intended 

for off-airport landings and take offs. 

One very significant difference 

between both aircraft are the weights. 

The Super Cub’s empty weight is 

469 kg and the maximum gross 

weight is 690 kg which means it has a 

useful load for people, baggage and 

fuel of only 221 kg. Conversely, the 

Savannah’s superior aluminium design 

weighs only 294 kg painted –8 kg less 

if left unpainted– and the maximum 

gross weight is 600 kg, allowing a 

useful load for people, baggage and fuel of a far more useful 306 kg (or 314 kg unpainted). 

 

I have viewed a number of partly constructed and fully completed aeroplanes in Australia 

and one in New Zealand. With the exception of three planes which I saw, I mainly 
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This aeroplane, owned by John Gilpin, has been successfully modified in 
different ways. He pioneered the vortex generator concept on the Savannah, an 
idea later adopted by the factory. I have flown in this plane and the very steep 
AOA at which the aircraft stalls is evident. Another adaption is a storage 
compartment for a folding bicycle (below). Source: www.stolspeed.com 

 

 

 

 

The ICP Savannah, such as this one that I looked at in Brisbane, is often 
fitted with a 100 horsepower Rotax engine. An 80 hp engine works fine too. 

 

 

 

focussed on ICP Savannahs. I have flown in this  aeroplane in Queensland, Australia and 

it is a delightful aircraft to fly in. 

The controls are responsive, the 

stalling characteristics are benign 

and the all-round visibility is 

very good. This particular 

aircraft has been flown all 

around and across the Australian 

continent from its base at Kilcoy 

Airfield near Brisbane, Queens-

land. The aircraft is designed for 

off-airport operations. In the 

   illustration (above), the 

Savannah had landed in an old, 

disused airstrip in Western 

Australia. This particular model 

is known as the classic but has 

been modified to a VG wing. 

Another useful modification 

when travelling cross-country is 

to have a bicycle with which to 

obtain fuel and other essential 

supplies. John Gilpin successfully 

custom-made a bicycle compartment  for this purpose. The folding bike itself has also 

been modified so that it is 

possible to carry a 22 litre fuel 

tank. Because this aeroplane uses 

high octane automotive petrol, it 

is possible to cycle to a service 

station in order to obtain fuel to 

continue the journey. 

 

Because I like this aircraft, I have 

utilised the Savannah, VG model, 

to produce sketched illustrations 

for this report. 
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  Kerry Connor, CFI of Ace Aviation, is explaining the 
function of the rudder, elevator and tail wheel to some of 
our aviation students at Hood Aerodrome, Masterton. 

 

 

 

Our aviation students were put into the pilot’s seat –in 
turn– and flown around the Wairarapa in Ace Avia-

tion’s Piper Pacer PA22/20. Four of them are shown in 
the pilot’s seat during different phases of the flight.  
In the picture above, a student was asked to bank the 

plane. As can be seen from the artificial horizon in 
front of her, she achieved a bank angle of around 30°. 
 
 

 

 APPENDIX 3 – Ponatahi’s Aviation Students 

 

While the aviation students at Ponatahi Christian School were not a part of my study, it could 

be argued that the one of the foremost advantages of me carrying out this study was the benefit 

that would accrue to aviation students at the school. I have therefore included a number of 

picturess in this appendix to supplement the photographs on the front cover, and on pages 

4, 9 and 13. These pictures were taken 

outside my period of Sabbatical leave. 
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  Wairarapa views from the air: 
 Pictured here is the town of Carterton with the 
Tararua Mountains in the background and some of 

the rural surroundings in the foreground.  

 
 

 

  Another Wairarapa view from aloft: 
 Masterton is pictured in the background.  

Hood Aerodrome is visible in the middle of the photo 
and the Ruamahanga River is in the foreground. 

 
 

 

  This series of three pictures shows the final part 
of the circuit and the landing approach to runway 
 The top left picture shows the aircraft in the 

process of turning from Base Leg to Final. 
 The picture above shows the aircraft on Finals 
and in the picture adjacent, the plane is about to 
 land on Hood Aerodrome’s Runway 24. 

 
 

 

   Five students are attempting their CAA exams at the 
Carterton exam centre (now defunct). Currently, a student 

has to complete their exams in Avalon, Wellington   
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